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West Bengal Human Rights Commission took so motu cognizance on the

basis of report appearing in Ananda Bazar Ptrika dt.06/4/8 entitled " ".

According to the news item the person who was accused of ragging has

openlthreatened the victim and dropping the name of a relation of Vice-Chancellor,,,1
Calcutta University as his close frien$frerebV further threatening the victim. This

incident of ragging occurred in Raja Bazar Science College under Calcutta University.

Details available in the news item.

A report was called for from the Vice-Chancellor, Calcutta University which

has since been submitted and is in fite. Accordhl5 the report two students,

Subrata Ghosh and Sayantan Banerjee,rboth of-m Veaf M.Sc. and M. Tech.,

electrical engineering respectively were identified as being involved in ragging.

Further, both the students are allegedly involved in several anti University activities.

On 04l4h9 Prof. Amlan Chakraborty and Dr.Santanu Pal, Dy. Registrar were

gheraoed in Raja Bazar Campus. Several other members of staff, research student

etc. were confined, as a result, of this incident in the campus. Sayantan Banerjee is

an unauthorized boarder of Post graduate main student hall and has been removed

from the hostel. Sayantan and Subrata were illegally occupli4a single seated roPnul
of the hostel. The university has taken action by vacating Sayantan Banerjee and

Subrata Ghosh has been debarred from studies for six months. The university

authorities have recently adopted strict measures to curb all nuisance including

raging in the campus.

In view of above the two students are trying to malign the Vice-Chancellor

by name dropping that a relation of V.C. is closey' to them.

A study of the report of the V.C. clearly indicates that strong action has been

initiated against persons involved in ragging and that the other part of the news

item (usning name of relative of V.C.) is malicious. ln view of the above I am of the

opinion that the matter be filed.
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